Workgroup Session “Geo-ICT industry”

Chairman: Oscar Custers
Discussion

• Differences in levels:
  » Maintenance Level
  » Information Exchange Level
  » Publishing Level

• Importance of a Cadastral Model...
  » Industry: will be driven by the ‘market’
  » Market: need for at least a basic Model

• Possible Implications of one Model:
  » Does not fit for all Cadastres
  » National versus International Needs
  » Could easily become too huge
  » More an IT type of work
Discussion

• Differences in levels:
  » Maintenance level
    - Conceptual vs Physical
      » Come to a common denominator
      » Open Cadastral Organisation?
      » Involve more actors like Banks, Muni’s, data-modelling people, etc.
    » Make it real and limited
Any questions?

Oscar.Custers@Bentley.com
Thanks!